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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you to the organizers for inviting me to speak at this important conference on “Reassessing Constraints on Policy“. I will focus in particular on the consequences of Central bank balance sheet expansion on commercial banks and their effects on available systemic liquidity. In joint work with Rahul Chauhan and Raghuram Rajan of University of Chicago (Raghu is here) and Sascha Steffen of Frankfurt School, I will provide a perspective on some of these issues using the lens of ``liquidity dependence“. Let me provide a bit of history of our thinking on this. Reserves are the most liquid but a low-yielding asset, so it makes sense for the financial sector to make money selling claims on it. So Raghu and I wrote a theory paper last year explaining this process and how it can lead to liquidity stress. We were surprised to see empirically how important the effect of these claims on liquidity were and that is what we present today.  In particular, we show empirically that the banking sector creates short-term or demandable liabilities – on- and off-balance-sheet – during quantitative easing when central bank balance-sheets expand; These liabilities of the banking sector do not shrink easily, necessitating central bank balance sheet support in the future and making the shrinkage of central bank balance-sheets during quantitative tightening an uphill task. In effect, the injection of reserves and their withdrawal are not guaranteed to be mirror images of each other due to liquidity dependence created during the phase of injection.Our approach is different from the standard macroeconomic analysis of QE and QT, i.e., central bank balance-sheet growth and shrinkage, has focused on the counterpart asset-side of commercial banking, via relaxation or amplification of bank balance-sheet constraints. This ignores, however, the liability side of banking sector; we argue that from a financial stability standpoint, this is where the key action lies.

https://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Esternfin/vacharya/public_html/pdfs/ACRS_liquidity_ALL_v60Final.pdf


Did pandemic-QE set up the stage for banking stress?

• Pandemic outbreak in March 2020:
- “Dash for Cash”, Credit line drawdowns, weak bank stock performance
- Bank solvency, however, not an issue at the time of COVID outbreak

• Massive stimulus followed:
- Quantitative Easing (QE) and low rates, fiscal stimulus
- Unexpectedly sharp recovery, stubbornly high inflation
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Did pandemic-QE set up the stage for banking stress?

• Quantitative Tightening (QT) after March 2022, with sharp rate increases
• Large mark-to-market losses on securities: Larger base, sharper rate hikes
(see next slide)
• Deposit outflows starting Q2 2022, eventually bank solvency concerns
 Runs in Q1 2023 on SVB, Signature, First Republic Bank
• An important feature of failed banks: 

Large share of uninsured deposits

• Why did uninsured deposits grow at an unprecedented pace until 2022?
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Relative unrealized losses in this rate-hike cycle highlight the sharp rate hikes and the 
growth of securities investments fueled by the growth of (uninsured) deposits

This time it’s magnified…
What led to the rapid 
growth of bank balance-sheets?



Leading example: SIVB deposits, quarterly net change

ZLB + Quantitative Easing

Quantitative
Tightening

+ Rate Hikes
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ZLB + Quantitative Easing

QT
+ Rate Hikes

ZLB + Quantitative Easing

Not just SIVB … 
Banking-sector wide phenomenon



QE associated with growth of Demandable Uninsured Bank Deposits

QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT I Pandemic QE
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QT II

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Uninsured vs Insured Deposits during 
Pandemic: QE or Fiscal stimulus?
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Insured deposits 
driven by fiscal 

stimulus, 
uninsured 

deposits by QE



A Key Insight
• Unprecedented expansion of central bank balance sheets since the GFC

• Such QE is not just an expansion of central bank balance sheets

• QE is typically also an expansion of commercial bank balance sheets, on the 
liability side via the growth of uninsured deposits (see next slide)

• Financial stability requires that we focus on the effect of QE on banking 
sector liability-side, not just on the traditional focus on asset-side (prices)

• See Acharya and Rajan (theory) piece: “Liquidity, Liquidity Everywhere, Not a Drop to 
Use: Why Flooding Banks with Central Bank Reserves May Not Expand Liquidity”, 2021
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https://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Esternfin/vacharya/public_html/pdfs/Liquidity-Everywhere_v53-Final.pdf


Typical QE: Purchase from public/non-banks

Source: “How the Fed Changes the Size of its Balance Sheet” (Leonard, Martin and Potter, Liberty Street Economics, 2017)

Bank balance 
sheets expand, 
financed with 

deposits 
(typically 

wholesale or 
uninsured)
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The Fed Purchases Assets from the Public
Balance Sheet Effects
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Presentation Notes
In the second way that the asset swap can take place, the non-bank sector (say the public) sells eligible assets to the central bank. The payment is deposited in commercial banks; banks add reserves to their assets and these are effectively “financed” by deposits of the non-bank financial sector that engaged in asset swap with the Fed. Without any indirect or multiplier effects via the bank balance-sheet, there is a one for one expansion of banking sector balance-sheet with reserves. Importantly, its deposits, which typically are wholesale demandable deposits, expand with reserves.Given these different ways that Fed expansion of balance-sheet affects the banking sector, the following questions arise: How does Fed balance-sheet expansion affect the size and demandable deposit base of the banking sector? Do other demandable liabilities issued by banks also grow because of the availability of reserves?If banking sector liabilities grow, do they reverse via the same mechanism when the Fed shrinks its balance-sheet? 



Conundrum: Where does all this liquidity go?
• Post-QE Hysteresis and Liquidity Risk:

I. Other claims such as bank credit lines also expand in QE and remain outstanding
II. When QE ends, banking sector’s uninsured deposits do not (immediately) reverse

• Surprisingly fragile financial conditions follow in response to small/large shocks:
- Government tax outflows: Repo rate spike in September 2019
- Pandemic and shadow-banking freeze: Dash for cash in March 2020
- Fiscal shock: Turmoil in UK gilts in Sep-Oct 2022
- High Inflation and rates: SVB, Signature and First Republic Bank failures in March 2023

• “Liquidity dependence” in the banking system:
- Ratcheting up of central bank b/s size as it injects more reserves with each stress
- QT can be an uphill task and QE may be less effective than envisaged
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Financial stability at conflict with monetary policy?

• Fed in March 2020: Bank liquidity risk but no solvency concerns
• Fed in March 2023: Liquidity + Solvency risk due to losses on securities
(see next slide)
The scale of pandemic-QE and fiscal stimulus  Bank fragility in March ‘23

• Costs of repeated interventions? Interference with monetary function:
- QT on monetary policy front, but QE via lender of last resort (also BOE, Oct 2022)

• Engage in QT while “feeling the stones” for financial fragility?
• Revisit desirable scale, scope, duration of QE: “pushing on a string”?
• Explicit role for financial stability in Federal Reserve’s objective function?
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Bank assets Bank liabilities

Securities (9 trillion) Uninsured deposits (7 trillion)

Reserves  (5 trillion) Insured deposits      (7 trillion)

Bank assets Bank liabilities

Securities (9 trillion) Uninsured deposits (7 trillion)

Reserves   (3 trillion)

Reserves   (5 trillion)

Uninsured deposits (3 trillion)

Insured deposits      (7 trillion)

Bank assets Bank liabilities

Securities (9 trillion)

Securities (3 trillion)

Uninsured deposits (7 trillion)
Uninsured deposits (2 trillion)
Insured deposits      (1 trillion)

Reserves   (8 trillion) Uninsured deposits (3 trillion)

Insured deposits      (7 trillion)



Bank assets Bank liabilities

Securities (9 trillion) Uninsured deposits (7 trillion)

Reserves   (5 trillion) Insured deposits      (7 trillion)

Bank assets Bank liabilities

Securities (12 trillion) Uninsured deposits (12 trillion)

Reserves   (8 trillion) Insured deposits      (8 trillion)



For a broader treatment…

What failed in bank supervision?

Do banks use HTM accounting to hedge or
to gamble on carry?

Do Federal Home Loan Banks delay 
bank runs and insolvency news?

(How) Should Deposit Insurance be 
extended?

The Case for a Stagflation Stress Test

… Released here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M067WVIlogb0Jtrsl33ggpbHIAtVjlR6/view?usp=sharing


Appendix



QE : Purchase from banks, no bank b/s expansion

Source: “How the Fed Changes the Size of its Balance Sheet” (Leonard, Martin and Potter, Liberty Street Economics, 2017)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the cost of repeating what is already known to this audience, let me – in the interest of setting a common stage – walk through the process via which a central bank such as the Fed expands its balance-sheet. The Fed swaps assets such as Treasury securities or Agency-backed securities for reserves. Typically, the reserves sit on commercial bank balance-sheets.  The asset swap, however, may happen in two ways. One, the asset swap can happen directly with banks as shown on slide 2. In this case, banks swap eligible securities for central bank reserves, and the process of Fed injecting reserves directly does not lead to a growth of bank deposits.It does, however, typically lead to a shortening of the duration of bank assets, which may require it rebalancing liabilities, which we don’t explore here but will revisit later.
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